IMiX audience segmentation model

achieving the potential
About the segmentation: Liberals, Grafters, Traditionalists and Sceptics
The segmentation
The model has four primary groups, with
between two and three sub-groups within
each:
•

•

•

•

Liberals
o Global village liberals
o One world liberals
o Bohemian liberals
Grafters
o Transient grafters
o Blue collar grafters
Traditionalists
o Business class
traditionalists
o Tebbit test traditionalists
Sceptics
o Small island sceptics
o Left behind sceptics
o Diehard sceptics
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Characteristics and motivations
Below is the top-line for the four main segments. (For a full lit review, which has details about the work
referenced below, please ask IMiX).

Liberals – economically and culturally secure

Segmen
t

What they
think of
migrants
Pro-migration,
pro-diversity,
instinctively
internationalist
, value the
variety
migrants bring,
range from
ethical
grounds to
economic
appreciation of
migrants’
contribution,
want migration
to stay the
same or
increase,
relaxed about
multiculturalism

What other
migration
segments they
are in
• ‘Mainstream
liberals’ and
‘Confident
multicultural
s’
• ‘Migration
liberals’
• ‘Militant
multicultural
s’, some
‘Urban
harmony’,
some
‘Comfortable
pragmatists’
• Civic/ no
national
identity

Who they
tend to be

How they
see Brexit

What drives
them

Where
they are

Younger,
urban, more
middleclass, often
universityeducated,
Green, LibDem,
Labour, soft
nation
Tories,
liberal
broadsheets
and internet

Strongly
Remain –
tend to be
‘devastated
pessimist
Remainers’;
‘Liberal
strivers’
‘Confident’
and
‘Concerned’
Remainers’
favour soft
Brexit or
second
referendum

Inner-fulfilment,
Pioneer values,
systemic causal
reasoning,
‘Anywheres’, less
concern for
national borders,
more
universalism/
globalism, main
moral drivers are
compassion and
freedom,
personality traits:
openness and
extraversion,
optimistic
(although less so
post-Brexit)

Common
in 2009
Mosaic
groups G,
and also
E, F, C, H;
often
more
common
in areas
with high
diversity,
esp if
migration
now
stabilising
– i.e.
clusters
1,2,3 and
5
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Traditionalists – economically secure, culturally insecure

Grafters – economically insecure, culturally secure

IMiX audience segmentation model
Positive/
neutral about
migrants but
opposed to
migration on
economic
grounds,
pragmatic,
hard-headed,
say the
country is full
and fear
pressure and
migrants being
prioritised for
jobs, school
places,
benefits,
housing etc,
‘lump of labour
fallacy’, want
immigration
‘reduced a
little’, want
integration (i.e.
English
spoken)
Hostile about
migrants, nonracist, fearful
of change and
difference
(hence antiMuslim), want
integration,
maintain
British
exceptionalism
, patriotic,
nostalgic,
small-c
conservative,
favour
sovereignty,
suspicious of
human rights,
security and
terrorism
conscious,
want migration
‘reduced a lot’.

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

‘Immigration
ambivalents’
Economic
part of
‘anxious
middle’
‘Competing
for jobs’,
some ‘Urban
harmony’
some
‘Fighting for
entitlements’
Civic
national
identity

Less welloff, innercity and
postindustrial,
slightly
more
female,
ethnic
minority,
younger
workingclass,
historically
Labour but
less
political,
red-top
papers,
internet,
insecure
jobs, social
housing or
private
renting

Uncertain,
split, many
non-voters;
‘Disengage
d
Remainers’,
some ‘Left
behind
leavers’,
some ‘Just
about
managing’;
more likely
‘Anxious
pragmatists
’ or
‘Cautious
optimists’;
softer Brexit
over hard
but still cut
freedom of
movement

Often Prospectors
(liberal and
conservative),
strong direct
causal reasoning,
somewhere and
inbetweeners,
morally driven by
fairness (i.e.
queue-jumping),
see economy
through national
lens; personality
traits
agreeableness/
extraversion, fairly
pessimistic

Common
in Mosaic
groups I
and N
(some H,
J and K);
more
common
in high
and
expanding
/
moderate
and
expanding
or
moderate
areas –
i.e.
migration
clusters 3,
4, 7 and 9

‘Culturally
concerned’
Cultural part
of ‘anxious
middle’
‘Cultural
concerns’
and a few
‘Comfortable
pragmatists’
Ethnic and
civic
national
identity –
English

Fairly welloff, second
highest
income
decile, Tory
voting,
‘quality’
tabloids and
right-wing
broadsheets
, southern,
English
identity,
professional
jobs,
suburban,
more white,
more male,
middleclass, often
home
owners

More Leave
than
Remain,
look at
Brexit as
reassertion
of
patriotism,
‘Leave
diehards’;
‘Culturally
concerned
leavers’
and ‘Evenly
split’, more
likely to
favour hard
over soft
Brexit, but
often
believe the
UK can cut
free
movement
and keep
free trade

Mix of Settlers, a
few Prospectors
and right-wing
Pioneers; direct
and systemic
causal reasoning;
‘Somewheres’,
who see things
through the
national prism of
British superiority;
place more moral
value on
authority, tradition
and group loyalty;
personality traits
of
conscientiousnes
s, optimistic

Common
in Mosaic
groups A,
B, D and
L, perhaps
some C;
likely to
arise in
nonmigrant,
rural
stable
areas –
i.e.
migration
clusters 8,
12, with
some 10
and 11
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Sceptics – economically insecure, culturally insecure
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Hostile to
migrants and
migration,
want it
‘reduced a lot’,
anti human
rights,
nationalist,
authoritarian,
tribal, averse
to change, feel
marginalised/
pushed to the
back of the
queue by
migrants,
sometimes
favour violent
or radical often
like
repatriation,
sometimes
extremist
proponents of
nativism and
ethnic
difference

•

•
•

•

‘Latent
hostiles’ and
‘Active
enmity’
‘Migration
rejectionists’
‘Universal
hostility’ and
some
‘Fighting for
entitlements’
Ethnic and
civic
national
identity –
English

Common in
C2 groups,
older (and
esp late
middleaged), low
levels of
education,
more male,
less urban,
Express or
Star
reading,
Ukip or
more
extreme,
sometimes
don’t vote,
often social
housing,
sometimes
financially
struggling,
pessimistic
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Strongly
Leave,
‘Leave
Diehards’;
more
radical from
within
‘Culturally
concerned
leaver’ and
‘Left behind
leavers’
categories,
tend to feel
migration
should be
reduced at
all costs so
favour hard
Brexit.

Settlers and
especially
alienated Settlers,
along with some
conservative
Prospectors; very
direct reasoning
(i.e. repatriation);
‘Somewheres’,
who often feel
their ‘somewhere’
is being taken
away; place more
moral value on
authority, group
loyalty and
preserving things
that are sacred;
possibly more
neurotic
personality traits,
very pessimistic

Common
in Mosaic
groups M
and O
(some J
and K);
likely to
arise in
nondiverse
areas
where
economic
migration
is a recent
thing, or
places
with nonintegrated
minorities
– i.e.
clusters 6,
7 and
some 11.

